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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. Steven Whitworth, 20 Pine Valley Drive, Collinsville, Illinois 3 

Q. Are you the same Steven C. Whitworth who previously filed direct 4 

testimony in this case? 5 

A. I am. 6 

Q. What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony? 7 

A. The purpose of my surrebuttal testimony is to respond to the testimony of 8 

Staff witnesses Claire M. Eubanks and Keith Majors, and Office of Public Counsel 9 

(“OPC”) witness Jordan Seaver on the topic of Ameren Missouri’s permitting of the Rush 10 

Island Projects.1    11 

II. ESD’S PERMITTING PROCESS 12 

 Q. In your direct testimony, you described how ESD reviewed the Rush 13 

Island Projects for the applicability of any permitting requirements prior to the 14 

relevant outages.  You also testified in your Direct Testimony that those reviews by 15 

ESD of the Rush Island Projects followed the normal ESD process for ensuring the 16 

projects complied with any applicable permitting requirements.  Did any of the 17 

 
1 Capitalized phrases or terms used in this testimony, if not specifically defined in it, have the meaning 
given such terms in my Direct Testimony. 
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rebuttal testimony offered in this matter contradict your Direct Testimony on these 1 

topics? 2 

A. No.  The pre-project ESD review of the Rush Island Projects followed the3 

normal process for such reviews concerning activities in Missouri.  ESD became aware of 4 

these projects after their initial budgeting and scoping, and the assessments ESD provided 5 

of the Rush Island Projects followed the typical process for projects in Missouri.    6 

Q. Why do you qualify that answer by referring to the ESD process for the7 

review of projects “in Missouri”? 8 

A. Please recall, as I explained in detail in my Direct Testimony, that the law9 

in Missouri differed from the law in Illinois, and ESD reviewed projects in both 10 

jurisdictions for permitting requirements under these separate sets of laws.  In Missouri, 11 

the permitting requirements were set forth in the Construction Permits Required rule within 12 

the Missouri SIP.  In Illinois, the federal PSD rules applied directly and did not get 13 

incorporated into an approved SIP.  This meant that between 2005 and 2009, ESD was 14 

required to prepare emission calculations to determine PSD applicability in Illinois, but 15 

there was no need to perform such calculations in Missouri in any case where the post-16 

project potential emissions would not increase, as was the case for the Rush Island Projects. 17 

Unless I specifically state otherwise, when I describe the process for ESD review of 18 

projects for the applicability of permitting requirements, I am referring to the process that 19 

ESD applied in the review of projects at Missouri plants.      20 
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Q. On pages 19-20 of her Rebuttal Testimony, Ms. Eubanks “suggests” 1 

that “Ameren Missouri did not assess legal and environmental risks during the work 2 

approval process” for the Rush Island Projects.2  Is she right?  3 

A. No.  I described the pre-project review ESD performed of the Rush Island 4 

Projects in my Direct Testimony.  In that pre-project review, ESD considered the nature 5 

and scope of the projects and their potential impact on emissions, and concluded that the 6 

Rush Island Projects did not trigger PSD permitting—or any permitting, for that matter—7 

under the Missouri SIP.  The only document that Ms. Eubanks cites that “suggests” to her 8 

that the ESD review may not have occurred is the Project Risk Management Plan 9 

documentation for the Rush Island Projects, which has a box titled “legal/environmental 10 

risks” that is not filled in or marked with an “X”. 11 

Q. Does that contradict your testimony in any way? 12 

A. No.  ESD did not use these Project Risk Management Plan documents in 13 

the course of its review of projects for permitting requirements.  In fact, none of the Project 14 

Risk Management Plan provisions applied to ESD work at all.  The Project Risk 15 

Management Plan and the documents used in it were part of the budgeting process that 16 

Power Operations (in this case) would go through, which would typically occur before 17 

ESD got involved to review a project for permitting requirements.  The fact that this one 18 

box was not marked on the Project Risk Management Plan is not surprising, and has 19 

nothing to do with ESD’s review for permitting requirements.   20 

 Q. Ms. Eubanks also notes your Direct Testimony, in which you say the 21 

ESD review of the Rush Island Unit 1 projects occurred in 2006 “approximately a 22 

 
2 Eubanks Rebuttal, p. 19, l. 16 to p. 20, l. 18.   
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year after” the 2007 component replacements on Unit 1 were approved by Mr. 1 

Rainwater.3  Was that unusual? 2 

A. No.  ESD would typically review projects for permitting requirements after 3 

the initial scoping and budgeting.  Providing that level of review after a project received 4 

the initial approval to move forward was a way of efficiently focusing ESD’s resources on 5 

the projects that “made the cut” rather than on hypothetical projects that may or may not 6 

take place.   7 

Moreover, the fact that a project received sign-off from the CEO or other executives 8 

does not represent some sort of irrevocable commitment to undertake the project.  Things 9 

can and do change, as the authorization documents cited by Ms. Eubanks makes clear.  For 10 

example, the Unit 2 project as described by the budget authorization form signed by Mr. 11 

Rainwater noted that the lower slope panels would be replaced as part of the work on Rush 12 

Island Unit 2, and that this and the other relevant work on the unit would take place in 13 

2009.  But neither of those assumptions turned out to be true.  The outage was moved from 14 

2009 to 2010, and it did not include the lower slope replacement. 15 

The bottom line is that the budgeting documents cited by Ms. Eubanks represent 16 

only one step in the process for budgeting projects, and were never intended for use by 17 

ESD nor used by ESD in documenting ESD permitting decisions.  Nothing about these 18 

documents contradicts my testimony that ESD reviewed the Rush Island Projects prior to 19 

undertaking them, and concluded that no permitting was required based on our 20 

understanding of the law at the time. 21 

 
3 Id. at p. 20, l. 14.  
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Q. Can you summarize your understanding of the legal requirements that1 

ESD applied to evaluate projects in Missouri between 2005 and 2010? 2 

A. Yes.  The “Construction Permits Required” rule in the Missouri SIP was3 

what one would look at to determine whether a project required a PSD permit or any other 4 

sort of permit.  That rule stated that permitting was required only for the “construction” of 5 

new sources or the “modification” of existing sources, and the Missouri SIP defined 6 

“modification” as increasing the potential emissions of an existing source.  In other words, 7 

unless you are building a new source or modifying (increasing the potential emissions) of 8 

an existing source, no permitting is required.  If a modification does occur (by increasing 9 

potential emissions), then one would look to the other parts of the “Construction Permits 10 

Required” rule to determine what sort of permit might be required.4  If the increase in 11 

potential emissions was minor, a “de minimis” permit was required.  If the increase in 12 

potential emissions was large enough (e.g., 40 tons per year for sulfur dioxide), then a PSD 13 

permit was required.  But if there was no potential emissions increase expected, then the 14 

project needed no permitting at all.  That was the case for the Rush Island Projects.    15 

The reason that was the case for the Rush Island Projects was that the only thing 16 

that could increase potential emissions from a coal-fired unit like those at Rush Island 17 

would be something that increased the maximum designed hourly rate of heat input.  These 18 

projects did not do that.  Availability of a unit (pre- or post-project) has nothing to do with 19 

the maximum designed hourly rate of coal burn.   20 

I should note that while not necessary, given the lack of an increase in potential 21 

emissions, we did also evaluate the nature of the work as well, because if the work was 22 

4 And no permit would be required regardless of whether the projects also constituted RMRR or did not 
increase actual emissions post-the projects. 
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“routine maintenance, repair or replacement” (“RMRR” for short) it would not trigger 1 

permitting even if there would have been a potential or actual emissions increase.  We 2 

understood that RMRR excluded work that was routine for the utility industry, and that this 3 

specifically covered boiler tube replacement.   4 

Finally, we understood that sources were expected to make these applicability 5 

determinations on their own, and there was no requirement to document these decisions or 6 

to seek confirmation of them from regulators. And given the fact that the project documents 7 

would always demonstrate that none of the work increased the maximum designed hourly 8 

rate of coal burn, there was nothing more to document.      9 

Q. Can you summarize how ESD came to hold this understanding of the 10 

legal requirements? 11 

A. Yes.  We read the Missouri SIP.  We read the PSD regulations.  We saw 12 

how the Missouri SIP said PSD would not apply unless there was a modification (i.e., an 13 

increase in the potential emissions).  We further read how Missouri excluded boiler tube 14 

replacements from permitting requirements because such replacements were considered 15 

routine by MDNR.  We read the MDNR guidance on how the permitting requirements 16 

would apply.  We read the letters in which MDNR actually applied the permitting 17 

requirements to projects, and concluded that they did not trigger permitting.  We consulted 18 

with legal counsel, both in Ameren Services Company and with lawyers for the Utility Air 19 

Regulatory Group, recognized as experts in New Source Review and PSD permitting.  We 20 

talked with other utilities in Missouri and across the nation about the applicable legal 21 

requirements.  And we read the interpretations that EPA’s program office (Office of Air 22 

and Radiation) put out regarding the application of the PSD rules.   23 
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All of these steps led me and my colleagues in ESD to believe that we were aligned 1 

with our Legal Department, with MDNR, with industry in Missouri, with other utilities 2 

across the country in UARG and its counsel, and with the EPA program office on the legal 3 

standards to use in determining whether the Rush Island Projects would trigger any 4 

permitting requirements.  Did the District Court later rule that a modification under the 5 

Missouri SIP is not limited to increases in potential omissions?  Yes, but none of the parties 6 

I just identified knew or had reason to know that at the time.         7 

Q. Staff suggests that you should not have relied upon guidance from8 

MDNR, and instead should have confirmed your understanding of the permitting 9 

requirements in Missouri by going to EPA and asking it for guidance.  How do you 10 

respond? 11 

A. The text of the Missouri SIP and its Construction Permits Required Rule12 

appeared straightforward, requiring construction permits only for “construction” and 13 

“modification,” which the regulations explained in plain terms as activity that increases the 14 

potential to emit.  MDNR’s guidance documents said the same thing, and that is how 15 

MDNR consistently applied the rule to specific projects.  For all these reasons, we thought 16 

the law was clear, and there is no reason to ask anyone to confirm what we already know.  17 

But even if there had been some confusion about the Missouri SIP, no one would 18 

go to EPA to clear that up.  Permitting requirements in Missouri are a matter of state law, 19 

under the approved Missouri SIP.  We would not go to EPA to ask EPA to interpret the 20 

state law.  That is not what sources in Missouri did when they had questions about 21 

permitting requirements—they sent correspondence to MDNR asking for determinations, 22 

and MDNR responded with letters announcing its determinations.  Some of these 23 
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determinations from MDNR copied EPA, and to my knowledge EPA never objected to 1 

them or said MDNR had delivered an incorrect interpretation of the law.  We didn’t send 2 

any such correspondence to MDNR on the Rush Island Projects because given other 3 

MDNR letters about which we were fully aware at the time, we knew exactly how MDNR 4 

applied the Missouri SIP, which was exactly how we applied it.   5 

I read in the Rebuttal Testimony of Ms. Eubanks her quote from the deposition of 6 

Kyra Moore in 2013 where she responded to a hypothetical question of whether MDNR 7 

would defer to EPA in case of a disagreement between the agencies on how to interpret the 8 

Missouri.  Eubanks Rebuttal, p. 27, ll. 21-26.   I am not aware of an instance in which that 9 

actually occurred, and it was not something we understood to be the case at the time ESD 10 

made the relevant permitting decisions here (i.e., between 2005 and 2010).  In their 11 

surrebuttal, Company witnesses Holmstead and Moor explain why EPA cannot simply 12 

override a state’s interpretation of the state SIP by issuing a contrary. 13 

If the MDNR letters setting forth MDNR’s interpretation that no permits were 14 

required for projects under the Missouri SIP could not be relied upon and were of no 15 

value—which seems to be the implication by Ms. Eubanks in her Rebuttal Testimony—16 

then one wonders why either the source or MDNR would go through the time, the trouble 17 

and the expense involved in such correspondence.      18 

The fact is that MDNR—not EPA—was the permitting authority under the Clean 19 

Air Act for sources in Missouri.  Because MDNR’s interpretation fit with our reading and 20 

understanding of the Missouri SIP, there was no reason to seek a second opinion from EPA, 21 

and that is not what other utilities did either.   22 
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Q. How did ESD apply its understanding of the law to its pre-project 1 

review of the Rush Island Projects for any permitting requirements?   2 

A. We looked at the scope of the projects and the components at issue.  We 3 

evaluated both the potential emissions impact and the applicability of the RMRR exclusion.  4 

On emissions, we concluded that the Rush Island Projects would not increase potential 5 

emissions because they would not increase the maximum design capacity of the boiler to 6 

burn coal, to produce steam, or to emit pollutants.  Based upon EPA guidance concerning 7 

the PSD rules, we further understood that this meant there would be no significant net 8 

emissions increase caused by the projects.  These evaluations were based on our 9 

engineering judgment and experience, and not memorialized in any calculation, because 10 

that conclusion was obvious to any engineer (and no one has ever suggested otherwise).   11 

Moreover, we understood that no such calculation or recordkeeping was required; the lack 12 

of a potential emissions increase was inherent in the scope of the projects themselves.  On 13 

the RMRR exclusion, we understood that these component replacements were of the sort 14 

routinely performed throughout the utility industry and consistent with the EPA program 15 

office’s definition of RMRR.  Here again, ESD’s conclusion on RMRR was a qualitative 16 

judgment and not written down because we had actual knowledge of dozens of projects 17 

like those to be done at Rush Island for which permits were never sought or required, and 18 

about which no EPA enforcement ever occurred.   19 

Q. On page 28 of her rebuttal testimony, Ms. Eubanks says that Ameren 20 

Missouri did not look at both emissions and RMRR for the activities at Unit 1 in 2007. 21 

Is she right? 22 
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A. No, Ms. Eubanks is wrong.  She bases that incorrect statement on a1 

misreading of the District Court’s liability decision.  What that decision says is that we did 2 

not perform “emissions calculations” in our determination that the Rush Island Unit 1 3 

replacements would not trigger permitting requirements.  And that is what I have testified 4 

here – we did no calculations.  But ESD did not need to do any calculations to evaluate 5 

whether potential emissions would increase.  We considered the scope of the Rush Island 6 

Projects and determined that they would not increase the maximum achievable hourly rate 7 

of heat input, and thus would not increase the potential emissions.  ESD’s determinations 8 

were correct—none of the Rush Island Projects increased the potential emissions.    In the 9 

absence of any increase in potential emissions, it was understood by Ameren Missouri and 10 

MDNR that PSD permitting would not apply under the Missouri SIP.  And in the absence 11 

of any increase in potential emissions (i.e., an increase in the maximum hourly emissions 12 

rate) at units like Rush Island, which could accommodate increased annual generation and 13 

emissions even without the proposed work, EPA had stated that there would not likely be 14 

a significant net emissions increase under the PSD rules.  We performed this qualitative 15 

evaluation of the potential for the Rush Island Projects to increase emissions before 16 

approving them.   17 

There is a distinction between the qualitative evaluation of potential emissions that 18 

ESD performed prior to the Rush Island Projects, and the emission calculation for the Unit 19 

2 replacements that were performed by Mr. Hutcheson after the Unit 2 outage began. As 20 

Staff acknowledges, these after-the-fact calculations were different from the Company’s 21 

pre-project qualitative analyses described by Mr. Whitworth.   22 

Q. Okay.  But as you sit here today,23 
you're not going to dispute any testimony that Mr.24 
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Whitworth has offered that there was a review prior 1 
the 2010 outage of the projects? 2 

A. So specifically a review and not a 3 
quantitative kind of analysis that Mr. Hutcheson did  4 
that did -- that my understanding at least is  5 
after the project had commenced. 6 

Q. Right. 7 

A. So you're saying a qualitative  8 
review? 9 

Q. Correct. 10 

A. I don't have any information to, you 11 
know, state one way or the other. 12 

Q. And you understand that there was a 13 
difference between Mr. Hutcheson's 14 
calculations that occurred after the project began on  15 
Unit 2 and the pre-project review that occurred for 16 
Unit's 2 scope through the Environmental Services 17 
Department, that qualitative review? 18 

A. I have not seen any documentation of  19 
their qualitative review so I can't speak to whether  20 
his quantitative analysis was different than the  21 
qualitative analysis they may or may not have done. 22 

Q. So we're really talking about two  23 
different things, the qualitative analysis that you  24 
say may or may not have been done and then the Mike  25 
Hutcheson's calculations which came after the fact,  26 
those are two different things you understand? 27 

A. They are two different things, yes.5   28 

The calculation that Mr. Hutcheson did in January 2010, shortly after the 2010 29 

Project began was for the purpose of assessing EPA’s Notice of Violation (also sent in 30 

January 2010) which alleged that over 40 different projects at all four coal-fired plants 31 

constituted “major modifications,” which looks to actual (distinct from potential) 32 

 
5 Deposition of Claire M. Eubanks, File No. EF-2024-0021, p. 26, l. 19 to p. 27, l. 23 (Mar. 11, 2024). 
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emissions.  It was separate and apart from the actual pre-project permitting decisions made 1 

by ESD and that I have testified about in my Direct Testimony and here in Surrebuttal.  2 

Those qualitative pre-project evaluations are the basis of the permitting decisions at issue, 3 

and therefore are what the Commission should consider for prudence.        4 

Q. In discussing ESD’s pre-project permitting decisions, Ms. Eubanks 5 

brings up the Taum Sauk impoundment failure, and suggests that the “system-wide 6 

issues” of “over-compartmentalization and financial pressure” documented in Staff’s 7 

investigation of that failure may have played a role in ESD’s permitting decisions.6 8 

How do you respond?  9 

A. I worked in ESD at the time of the Taum Sauk impoundment failure and at 10 

the time of the subsequent investigations by Staff and FERC.  ESD had no role in that 11 

failure or in any of the contributing causes of that failure.  In the report issued by Staff, the 12 

discussion of “over-compartmentalization” concerned only the Power Operations 13 

Department, and was not referring to any failure of communication with ESD.7 Any 14 

suggestion that ESD was “siloed off” from the operating companies, such as Ameren 15 

Missouri, would be inconsistent with my personal experience at the time.  ESD, like the 16 

Legal Department, was housed within Ameren Services Company—a shared services 17 

company that worked with all the affiliates and had broad exposure to all the affiliates’ 18 

operations.     19 

Moreover, ESD’s permitting decisions for the Rush Island Projects were driven by 20 

our understanding of the legal requirements under the Missouri SIP.  We had all the 21 

 
6 Eubanks Rebuttal, p. 13, l1. 1-2. 
7 Staff’s Initial Incident Report, File No. EF-2007-0474, pp. 79–80 (Oct. 24, 2017); Eubanks Deposition, 
supra, Ex 12.  
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information we needed to determine whether the projects would increase potential 1 

emissions.  And we were correct about that—they did not – even the District Court agrees 2 

that it was undisputed that potential emissions would not increase.8  We also had all the 3 

information necessary to determine that the component replacements at issue were routine 4 

for the utility industry.  Although the District Court faulted Mr. Hutcheson for not 5 

considering whether the projects would change unit availability in his post-project 6 

calculations for Unit 2, the District Court also recognized that ESD did not consider such 7 

changes relevant under the legal standards as we understood them at the time.  Any “over-8 

compartmentalization” found by Staff in its Taum Sauk report did not apply to ESD and 9 

did not affect ESD’s permitting decisions on the Rush Island Projects.   10 

Neither did any “financial pressure” play a role in ESD’s permitting decisions on 11 

the Rush Island Projects.  We applied the law as we understood it to the facts of the projects, 12 

and drew a reasonable conclusion that no permitting was required.  Nobody has ever said 13 

that ESD’s permitting decisions concerning Rush Island were driven by money or the 14 

product of any sort of pressure—financial or otherwise.  Ms. Eubanks apparently agrees, 15 

because she admitted in her deposition she could not connect ESD’s permitting decisions 16 

to any Taum Sauk issue.9  17 

Q. What about Ms. Eubanks’ citation to the testimony of Mr. Boll and Mr. 18 

Meiners, who stated that neither spoke to anyone in ESD about whether the work on 19 

Rush Island Unit 1 would require permitting?   20 

 
8 United States v. Ameren Missouri, 4:11-cv-77-RWS, (E.D. Mo. Jan. 21, 2016), ECF No. 711 at 10 n.4  
(“It is undisputed that the projects were not expected to and did not increase the units’ potential 
emissions.”). 
9 Eubanks Deposition, supra, p. 116, l. 23 to p. 117, l. 7.  
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A. I do not recall speaking to either Mr. Boll or Mr. Meiners about whether the 1 

projects on Rush Island Unit 1 in 2007 would require permitting.  But that is not surprising, 2 

because it was the job of ESD to determine whether permits would be required, not the job 3 

of a project engineer such as Mr. Boll or a plant manager such as Mr. Meiners.    And as I 4 

discussed in my Direct Testimony, there were many ways in which projects could be 5 

brought to the attention of ESD.  Neither Mr. Boll nor Mr. Meiners was the only line of 6 

communication into ESD at the time.  The upcoming outage schedule and the associated 7 

scopes of work were published within the Company and available to ESD, as I described 8 

in my Direct Testimony.10 These items were discussed at higher levels of management by 9 

Mr. Boll’s supervisors, Mr. Meiners’ supervisors, and my supervisor Mike Menne, who 10 

coordinated the work of ESD.  I did not depend upon getting a phone call from either Mr. 11 

Boll or Mr. Meiners in order to identify upcoming projects for review by ESD.    12 

Following its normal procedures and applying its understanding of the applicable 13 

legal requirements, at the time of the projects, ESD conducted a pre-project review of the 14 

Rush Island Projects for applicable permitting requirements, and concluded that no permits 15 

were required.  I have seen nothing in any testimony that seriously suggests otherwise.     16 

Q. Ms. Eubanks notes that ESD did not ask the Legal Department to 17 

confirm its decisions concerning the Rush Island Projects.  Was that unusual? 18 

A. Not at all.  We rely upon the Legal Department for legal interpretations, not 19 

engineering judgment.  Throughout my tenure in ESD, I was in regular communication 20 

with the Legal Department about the proper interpretation of the Missouri SIP and the PSD 21 

regulations incorporated into the Missouri SIP.  One such issue concerned whether there 22 

 
10 Whitworth Direct, p. 21, ll. 4-16.  
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was any requirement to perform written emissions calculations, or to document our 1 

permitting decisions in any way, for projects in Missouri during this time period (i.e., 2005-2 

2010).  Our use of the qualitative approach, rather than written emissions calculations or 3 

other documentation of our permitting decisions, was consistent with the interpretations 4 

we received from the Legal Department on the Missouri SIP at this time.  I can state without 5 

reservation that ESD’s understanding of the Missouri SIP was in complete alignment with 6 

that of Ameren’s Legal Department.  Having been given the views of the Legal Department 7 

on the applicable permitting requirements, it was the job of ESD to apply those 8 

requirements to the facts of any project, using our engineering knowledge and judgment.  9 

There was no reason to ask the Legal Department to confirm our analysis that the Rush 10 

Island Projects would not increase potential emissions, would not likely cause actual 11 

emissions to increase (because the units were capable of increased generation even absent 12 

the projects) and were routine within the industry.   13 

Q. Ms. Eubanks goes on to note that the Company apparently did not 14 

“consult with” anyone outside the Company “when it made the decision not to seek a 15 

permit” for the 2007 work at Rush Island Unit 1.11  How do you respond? 16 

A. As I have explained, ESD applied the law as we understood it to the facts 17 

of the projects, and concluded that no permitting applied to the Rush Island Projects.  I 18 

have also explained that we based our understanding of the legal requirements, as applied 19 

by ESD in that review, on the text of the regulations, on discussions about those regulations 20 

with the Ameren Legal Department, on the established interpretation of those regulations 21 

by MDNR, on the shared understanding we had with other regulated entities in Missouri, 22 

 
11 Eubanks Rebuttal, p. 28, ll. 21-24.  
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on the advice of lawyers for UARG concerning the federal PSD regulations, on the shared 1 

understanding about the federal PSD regulations with other utilities across the country, and 2 

on the public statements by EPA’s program office concerning the scope and application of 3 

the federal PSD regulations.  These public statements were summarized in my Direct 4 

Testimony from page 16, line 11 to page 17, line 18, and in the schedules to my direct 5 

testimony referenced therein.   6 

After we considered these sources and applied them to the facts of the Rush Island 7 

Projects, we believed the answer was clear and required no further confirmation from the 8 

regulators or anyone else.  It is true that we did not seek formal confirmation of ESD’s 9 

permitting decisions.  But that does not mean we acted independently of the guidance we 10 

received.  ESD in fact relied upon that guidance in making the relevant permitting 11 

decisions, and I believe it was reasonable to have done so. 12 

I also want to make clear that Ameren Missouri did not hide these projects from the 13 

regulators.  Capital projects like the Rush Island Projects are reflected on Ameren 14 

Missouri’s property records, and have been publicly discussed in prior proceedings before 15 

this Commission—some of which have been cited by Mr. Birk in his Direct Testimony, 16 

others of which Ms. Eubanks acknowledges in her Rebuttal Testimony.  As I noted in my 17 

Direct Testimony, and which Staff does not dispute, MDNR employees inspected Rush 18 

Island during the projects and certified the plant as in compliance.  EPA asked MDNR to 19 

join the litigation it subsequently filed, and MDNR refused.  Such interactions confirmed 20 

our understanding that the Rush Island Projects did not trigger any permitting requirements 21 

under the Missouri SIP.   22 
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Ms. Eubanks notes that we did not get our own “no permit required” letter from 1 

MDNR.12  But she does not claim that, had we done so, it would say anything differently 2 

than (1) the many letters in the record finding that no permit is needed in the absence of an 3 

increase in potential emissions, (2) the permitting manuals issued by MDNR identifying 4 

potential emissions as the trigger for PSD permitting, or (3) Ms. Moore’s deposition 5 

testimony that MDNR did not require permits unless potential emissions increased.  By 6 

analogy, Ameren Missouri does not correspond with the Commission or its Staff about 7 

every decision it makes with respect to whether that decision requires some kind of 8 

Commission permission – e.g., a certificate of convenience or necessity, or some kind of 9 

rule variance.  Rather, Ameren Missouri understands the Commission’s rules and its prior 10 

decisions interpreting them and regularly determines no action by the Commission is 11 

required.  In those cases, there is no point in burdening the agency with questions to which 12 

we already know the answer.            13 

Q. If ESD had asked EPA to confirm ESD’s understanding of the legal 14 

requirements in connection with ESD’s permitting decisions on the Rush Island 15 

Projects, would it have made any difference? 16 

A. No.  ESD’s understanding of the federal PSD rules was consistent with the 17 

EPA’s program office in charge of those rules, the Office of Air and Radiation, during the 18 

relevant time period.  This was made plain to us through our work with the Utility Air 19 

Regulatory Group (“UARG”), as I discussed in my Direct Testimony.  Attorneys for 20 

UARG read and summarized for us the statements coming out of the EPA’s Office of Air 21 

and Radiation on the interpretation and application of the PSD rules.  As I also described 22 

 
12 Eubanks Rebuttal, p. 29, ll. 3-6. 
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in my Direct Testimony, we also heard directly from EPA officials, such as Lynn 1 

Hutchinson, at UARG meetings that focused on the interpretation and application of the 2 

PSD rules.  Those statements by EPA reinforced two key points that were consistent with 3 

our understanding of the legal requirements.  First, projects that do not increase the 4 

maximum hourly rate of emissions (i.e., don’t increase potential emissions) will not trigger 5 

PSD.  Second, the RMRR provision, which excludes projects from permitting 6 

requirements, applies to projects that are routine for the industry13 and is not limited to 7 

trivial or “de minimis” activities at a given unit.    8 

Q. Does a regulated entity need to get an applicability determination in 9 

order to make a reasonable decision on whether permitting applies?   10 

A. No.  The expectation is that sources will make the applicability 11 

determinations all on their own, and do not have to get the regulators to bless a decision 12 

that permitting requirements do not apply.  If this Commission adopts a contrary rule, and 13 

holds that prudence requires a utility to get regulatory approval of any applicability 14 

decision, then the Commission will have rewritten the federal PSD program in a way 15 

contrary to how the federal courts of appeals have said the program should work:  the 16 

source makes its decision and may then proceed with the project on that basis alone.  This 17 

was our understanding of how the PSD program was supposed to work when we made our 18 

permitting decisions on the Rush Island Projects.  And Messrs. Holmstead and Moor 19 

confirm in their Surrebuttal Testimony that this understanding remains correct today.                20 

Q. Mr. Whitworth, Staff reads your testimony here as disputing the court 21 

rulings that found Ameren Missouri liable for violating the Clean Air Act in 22 

 
13 The District Court, years later, said this was wrong and that one must focus on what is routine for the unit 
but that is not what EPA’s program office was telling utilities at the time. 
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undertaking the projects without first obtaining PSD permits.  Is that what you are 1 

doing? 2 

A. Absolutely not.  The courts found that we made the wrong decision, and3 

that this decision was based on an incorrect understanding of the law.  But no court has 4 

found that our understanding of the law was unreasonable.  And neither does Staff contend 5 

that our understanding of the law was unreasonable.   6 

Q. But doesn’t Staff suggest that Ameren Missouri knew that undertaking7 

these projects risked NSR violations? 8 

A. Actually, no.  Whatever confusion Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony sowed on this9 

subject was cleared up by their deposition testimony.  Staff’s position is that Ameren 10 

Missouri knew the risks of an NSR violation were expensive emission controls and 11 

potentially the loss of allowances.   12 

Q. If you could turn to -- I think it's13 
on Page 17 of your rebuttal testimony.14 

A. Okay.  I am there.15 

Q. I don't know if it's exactly Line 3016 
but there's a question that says are there other17 
contemporaneous documents suggesting that Ameren Missouri18 
understood the risk of violation before19 
approval of the 2010 project.  Do you see that?20 

A. Yes.  That begins on Page 18.21 

Q. Okay. Great.22 

A. On my version.23 

Q. All right.  And then your answer is,24 
yes, correct?25 

A. Yes.26 

Q. Okay.  Are you saying that Ameren27 
believed that these Rush Island projects risked28 
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triggering New Source Review? 1 

A. No.  I'm saying that there are 2 
documents from the time that suggest to Ameren 3 
Missouri that violating New Source Review has risks. 4 

Q. Okay.  But you're not saying that 5 
Ameren employees understood that these specific Rush 6 
Island projects risked triggering New Source Review? 7 

A. I think the only document -- no. 8 

Q. No, you're not saying that Ameren 9 
employees thought that these specific Rush Island 10 
projects risked NSR triggering? 11 

A. These documents talk about Ameren 12 
Missouri's understanding of New Source Review and the  13 
risks related to, you know, either a violation or 14 
triggering New Source Review not specifically the 15 
Rush Island 2007 and 2010 project. 16 

Q. Was there any documentation that you 17 
saw that indicated to you that an Ameren employee 18 
thought that those specific Rush Island projects 19 
risked triggering New Source Review? 20 

A. No.14 21 

This is true—we were aware (from our participation in UARG, as well as other 22 

sources) that EPA sought such remedies in the cases they brought.  But that does not mean 23 

we anticipated that the Rush Island Projects—or any projects, for that matter—triggered 24 

NSR.  As I explained in my Direct Testimony, we were therefore surprised when the courts 25 

disagreed with us on the law and found us liable.15   26 

Q. Ms. Eubanks quotes from the District Court’s 2019 remedy opinion, 27 

stating that in the Court’s 2017 liability opinion it had found that at the time of the 28 

Rush Island projects “the standard for assessing PSD applicability was well-29 

 
14 Eubanks Deposition, supra, p. 140, l. 9 to p. 141, l. 20. (emphasis added). 
15 Whitworth Direct, p. 54, l. 5-15.  
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established” and that it was “well-known” that projects like those at Rush Island 1 

“risked triggering PSD requirements.”16  How do you respond? 2 

A. I agree that is what the District Court wrote.  But Ms. Eubanks ignores two3 

fundamental facts, which put these quotes in context. First, the referenced language from 4 

the District Court talks about measuring emissions increases, not about RMRR.  If a project is 5 

RMRR, one does not need to deal with any emissions analyses.  Second, the District Court 6 

was applying a different legal standard for emissions analyses than we in ESD had applied 7 

in making the permitting decisions. 8 

Q. As you sit here today, is it your understanding that that approach9 
that Ameren Missouri had was different from the determinations of law10 
that Judge Sippel made for the legal standards applicable to permitting?11 

A. The testimony Ameren Missouri has provided in this case as to12 
what their understanding of the law was at the time of the projects is13 
different that what the judge found, yes.1714 

Recall that we (and MDNR) interpreted the Missouri SIP to impose a two-step 15 

process for permitting.  At step one, the question was whether potential emissions would 16 

increase.  If so, then you would go to step two and apply the PSD regulations to see if that 17 

potential emissions increase amounted to a “significant net emissions increase” that 18 

triggered PSD permitting.  But if at step one there was no potential emissions increase, then 19 

the inquiry ends and the conclusion is that no permitting (of any sort) is required.  In 2016, 20 

the District Court issued a decision that held that both Ameren Missouri and MDNR were 21 

wrong in their interpretation of the Missouri SIP—that the PSD regulations incorporated 22 

into it apply independently, whether or not there is a potential emissions increase.   23 

16 Eubanks Rebuttal, p. 11, ll. 28-31. 
17 Eubanks Dep., p. 21, ll. 10-18. 
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So, when the District Court writes in 2017 or 2019 that “the standard for PSD 1 

applicability was well established” at the time of the projects, we understand it to mean 2 

just that:  the standard under the federal PSD rules found at 40 C.F.R. § 52.21.  We do not 3 

believe the Court meant “the standard for permitting under the Missouri SIP” because there 4 

was no court that addressed that standard before the Court did in 2016 and—as remains 5 

undisputed—MDNR consistently interpreted the Missouri SIP’s permitting requirements 6 

to turn on potential emissions, not availability improvement.  None of the decisions that 7 

the District Court cited for “the standard for PSD applicability” involved the Missouri SIP, 8 

and at the time ESD performed its pre-project review of the Rush Island Projects we had 9 

no idea that a court would subsequently interpret the Missouri SIP differently than our 10 

interpretation, which was consistent with MDNR’s established understanding.   Ms. 11 

Eubanks discussion of what the courts said years later is nothing more than a hindsight 12 

review that is irrelevant to the question in this case. 13 

Q. Ms. Eubanks cites two sentences from the Federal Register, where EPA 14 

approved the revision to the Missouri SIP in which Missouri incorporated the federal 15 

PSD rules, and suggests those two sentences means you should have known that 16 

potential emissions was no longer the trigger for application of the PSD rules.  How 17 

do you respond? 18 

A. The Federal Register entry cited by Ms. Eubanks stated that the provisions 19 

of the federal PSD rule found at 40 C.F.R. § 52.21 “supersede the state provisions for 20 

purposes of the PSD program” and “any conflicting provisions in the Missouri rule.”18  But 21 

Ms. Eubanks ignores statements in that same entry showing that EPA’s approval was not 22 

 
18 71 Fed. Reg. 36,486, 36,487, 36,489 (June 27, 2006).   
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intended to change any aspect of state law:  “This final action merely approves state law as 1 

meeting Federal requirements and imposes no additional requirements beyond those 2 

imposed by state law.”19  And again:  “[T]his rule approves pre-existing requirements under 3 

state law and does not impose any additional enforceable duty beyond that required by state 4 

law.”20  The incorporation of the federal PSD rules in 40 C.F.R. § 52.21 had been a part of 5 

state law since 2004.  6 

In the summer of 2004, Missouri revised Missouri rule 10 CSR 10-6.060, 7 
Construction Permits Required . . . to incorporate the changes to the Federal 8 
NSR program.  These rule revisions were adopted by the Missouri Air 9 
Conservation Commission on August 26, 2004, and became effective under 10 
state law on December 30, 2004.21 11 

When it incorporated the federal PSD rules into the Missouri Construction Permits 12 

Required rule in 2004, MDNR plainly did not think it was changing the way the law worked 13 

in Missouri.  In fact, MDNR continued to exclude projects for permitting if they had no 14 

increase in potential emissions, even after it made the incorporation effective under state 15 

law, as Messrs. Holmstead and Moor explain in their Direct Testimonies.   16 

Nothing in that 2006 Federal Register entry cited by Ms. Eubanks put us on notice 17 

that MDNR’s incorporation of the 2002 PSD rules wiped away the rest of the construction 18 

permits required rule, which made potential emissions the trigger for permitting 19 

requirements to apply.  20 

Q.  Is there any indication that was 21 
provided that in incorporating the 2002 rules into 22 
the SIP that the construction permit rules would no 23 
longer approach modification as the trigger for 24 
permitting, that is modification being increase in 25 
the potential to emit? 26 

 
19 Id. at 36,488.   
20 Id.  
21 Id. at 36,487. 
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A.  This document specifically is what 1 
you're asking? 2 

Q.  Yes. 3 

A.  I don't think that this document uses 4 
the phrase modification. 5 

Q.  Was there any notice provided, that 6 
you're aware of, that the incorporation of the 2002 7 
rules into the Missouri SIP would mean that the 8 
modification provisions of the Missouri SIP were no 9 
longer applicable? 10 

A.  Specific to EPA adopting the Missouri 11 
SIP, this document here or -- 12 

Q.  EPA statement or MDNR statement.  Did 13 
anybody provide any notice that by incorporating the 14 
2002 rules into the PSD into the SIP that it meant 15 
that the pre-existing modification rules were no 16 
longer applicable? 17 

A.  So I do know that EPA commented on 18 
the proposed rule making that DNR submitted and I do 19 
know that there was also -- Ameren Missouri's permit 20 
referenced both modification and major modification. 21 
But other than that, I'm not aware of anything else. 22 

Q.  And did any of that provide notice 23 
that the modification provisions of the Missouri SIP 24 
would no longer be applicable once the PSD rules were 25 
incorporated into it? 26 

A.  I don't know.22 27 
 28 

The two lines cited by Ms. Eubanks did not give notice to MDNR either, because 29 

MDNR continued with its existing approach of using potential emissions as the trigger for 30 

any permitting requirement to apply.  Schedule SCW-D20, which Staff does not address, 31 

is from a 2011 version of MDNR’s permitting manual, which obviously post-dates the 32 

 
22 Eubanks Dep., supra, p. 92, l. 22 to p. 94, l.4. 
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2006 approval of Missouri’s incorporation of the federal PSD rules.  Even then—five years 1 

later—MNDR still maintains potential emissions as the trigger.      2 

Q. But do you dispute the District Court statement that, in cases outside 3 

of Missouri that did not involve the Missouri SIP, EPA had been known to use a 4 

formula, designed by its litigation experts Ranajit Sahu and Robert Koppe, to 5 

emissions increases on the basis of availability improvement alone?  6 

A. Of course not.  EPA’s litigation position and its reliance on the Koppe-Sahu 7 

formula in those cases was known to industry.  But the Koppe-Sahu formula had no 8 

relevance to demonstrating whether potential emissions would increase, which was the test 9 

as we understood it in Missouri.23   10 

That formula was a post-project actual emissions test which was irrelevant given 11 

our understanding at the time of the projects that under the Missouri SIP, once it was 12 

determined that potential emissions would not increase, the permitting question was over. 13 

Neither did we use the Koppe-Sahu method for our work in Illinois, where the 14 

federal PSD regulations were directly applicable.  We discussed the Koppe-Sahu formula 15 

in UARG meetings, as the Schedules to my Direct Testimony show.  What those Schedules 16 

also show is that we understood the Koppe-Sahu test to be outcome-determinative—always 17 

projecting an increase and never a decrease and was not set forth in any regulation or 18 

guidance document.  We did not therefore believe the Koppe-Sahu test was reasonable to 19 

use even in Illinois.  Staff would apparently agree that was a reasonable conclusion, as Ms. 20 

Eubanks’ responses to questions about the Koppe-Sahu methodology shows.   21 

Q. Were you aware that that methodology  22 
always show[s] an increase in availability in  23 

 
23 Whitworth Direct, p. 13, ll. 7-10.  
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generation? 1 

A. I can’t agree to that or disagree with  2 
that.  I’ve not heard that before that. 3 

Q. You’re not aware of that fact? 4 

A. I don’t know that it is a fact. 5 

Q. Okay.  So does that sound reasonable to  6 
you, a methodology that always shows an increase in  7 
the availability in generation? 8 

A. I can’t speak to that. 9 

Q. Does it sound reasonable to you as a  10 
methodology as an engineer? 11 

A. No. 12 

Q. So you would agree it would be reasonable  13 
then for the utilities to contest that methodology? 14 

A. Without knowing the fact that it always  15 
shows the availability increases, I can’t – can’t  16 
say for certain. 17 

Q. If the utilities through testimony of  18 
Koppe and Sahu had developed the fact that it always  19 
shows an increase in availability, always shows an  20 
increase in generation, if you accept that as true,  21 
would it then be reasonable for the utilities to  22 
contest that methodology when it’s being applied  23 
against them? 24 

A. If that was established that it was always  25 
going to show the same result under a wide variety of  26 
cases, I think that’s probably something  27 
that is reasonable to contest. 28 

Q. Even if it’s well-known? 29 

A. Yes.  Something can be well-known and not  30 
be reasonable.24 31 

 
24 Deposition of Claire Eubanks, File No. ER-2022-0337, p. 119, l. 8 to p. 120, l. 15 (Mar. 24. 2023). 
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  Our rejection of the Koppe-Sahu methodology for use under the PSD rules was 1 

consistent with the majority of courts that had considered the issue at the time of the Rush 2 

Island Projects.  See Schedule SCW-D13, Schedule SCW-D15, and Schedule SCW-D16. 3 

Had we heard about the Koppe-Sahu formula?  Yes.  Did we have any reason to 4 

believe that it was applicable in Missouri?  No, because it does not address potential 5 

emissions.  Did we think it should be used elsewhere?  No, because it is outcome-6 

determinative and will only show increases.  A litigation theory can be both “well-known” 7 

and wrong at the same time—as Staff concedes—and this is how we (and the majority of 8 

courts at the time) viewed EPA’s Koppe-Sahu theory.     9 

Q. But the District Court also found that it was “well-known” that projects 10 

like these “risked triggering PSD requirements,” as Ms. Eubanks notes in her 11 

Rebuttal Testimony.25 How do you respond to that? 12 

A. Here again, the reference the Court makes is to “PSD requirements,”—not 13 

to “the requirements for PSD permitting under the Missouri SIP.”  MDNR had consistently 14 

determined that large projects on coal-fired units do not trigger the requirements for PSD 15 

permitting under the Missouri SIP unless they would increase the potential emissions.  Not 16 

one of the cases cited by the District Court arose in Missouri and was governed by the 17 

Missouri SIP.  Even Mr. Seaver concedes it was reasonable for Ameren Missouri to look 18 

to the Construction Permits Required rule in the Missouri SIP to determine what permitting 19 

applied. 20 

Q.   We looked earlier at Exhibit No. 2 from 21 
the Eubanks deposition and the reference there to the 22 
Construction Permits Required rule.  Do you recall 23 
that?  Do you have a copy -- 24 

 
25 Eubanks Rebuttal, p. 11, ll. 29-31. 
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A.   Exhibit 10? 1 

Q.   -- there? 2 

That might be easier to look at. 3 

A.   Exhibit 10?  Is that -- oh, no, I see. 4 

Q.   Two from the Eubanks deposition. 5 

A.   Yes.  Yes, I have it. 6 

Q.   You see that first page.  10 CSR 10.6-060, 7 
the Construction Permits Required? 8 

A.   Yes. 9 

Q.   Okay.  Would it be reasonable for a source 10 
in Missouri to look at the Construction Permits 11 
Required section of the regulations to see whether a 12 
project required a construction permit? 13 

A.   Yes.  I think that's a reasonable thing to 14 
consider.26 15 

Nor does Mr. Seaver fault Ameren Missouri for using potential emissions as the 16 

trigger for any permitting requirements. 17 

Q.   Yeah.  Are you offering any opinion in 18 
this matter that it was unreasonable for the 19 
Environmental Services Department to be making its 20 
permitting decision on the basis of whether the 21 
project would increase the potential emissions? 22 

A.   I do not believe that it was unreasonable 23 
for the Environmental Services Department to use that 24 
as a -- as a part of their decision. 25 

Q.   Are you -- do you believe it was 26 
reasonable for the Environmental Services Department 27 
to believe that only if the potential emissions 28 
increased, would permitting be required under the 29 
Construction Permits Required rule? 30 

THE WITNESS:  Could you read the question 31 

 
26 Deposition of Jordan Seaver, File No. EF-2024-0021, p. 110, ll. 1-19. 
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back. 1 

COURT REPORTER:  "Question:  Do you 2 
believe it was reasonable for the Environmental 3 
Services Department to believe that only if the 4 
potential emissions increased, would permitting be 5 
required under the Construction Permits Required 6 
rule." 7 

THE WITNESS:  I don't know.27       8 

Q. Was the emissions increase issue the only one where the District Court, 9 

in holding Ameren Missouri liable, applied a different legal standard than that ESD 10 

had used in its permitting decisions? 11 

A. No.  The District Court also applied a more narrow interpretation of RMRR 12 

than we had understood EPA had established.  We believed that the standard for RMRR 13 

was what was routine in the industry, and we applied that inquiry on a component-by-14 

component basis.  We relied on the many statements by EPA’s program office in the 1990s 15 

and in the 2000’s that the RMRR exclusion would apply to project that are routine in the 16 

industry, including instances in which multiple components are replaced to the tune of 17 

several million dollars.  In was on this basis that we concluded that the component 18 

replacements scheduled for the Rush Island Projects were excluded from permitting as 19 

RMRR.   20 

The District Court, however, did two things differently on the RMRR issue.  First, 21 

it decided to aggregate separate work orders together into one big “project” for each unit, 22 

and apply the RMRR exclusion to the combined “project” consisting of four components 23 

(at Rush Island Unit 1) or three components (at Rush Island Unit 2).  We had no notice that 24 

the District Court would aggregate together separate work orders and analyze the 25 

 
27 Seaver Dep., supra, p. 109, ll. 3-24. 
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aggregated activities as one combined “project” for RMRR purposes.  Second, the District 1 

Court construed RMRR to apply only to trivial, “de minimis” activities routine for the 2 

given unit.  The District Court did so despite the fact EPA admitted that it had applied the 3 

RMRR exclusion to projects that were more than “de minimis” in size and that most courts 4 

had concluded that EPA’s established interpretation of RMRR meant that it covered 5 

projects that were routine for the industry.  We did not anticipate this legal ruling either.     6 

Q. Mr. Seaver suggests that the Company should have expected all this as 7 

a result of EPA’s 1988 decision concerning the Wisconsin Electric Port Washington 8 

Plant.  Is he right? 9 

A. Absolutely not.  First, the WEPCo Port Washington Project was nothing 10 

like the Rush Island Projects, so the fact permits were required for Port Washington tells 11 

us nothing about whether they should have been expected for Rush Island.  Second, EPA’s 12 

public descriptions of its WEPCo decision make clear that it did not have broad application 13 

to the boiler component replacements like those at Rush Island.  Mr. Seaver either ignored 14 

(or was ignorant of) these facts when he offered his opinion about WEPCo, and nothing 15 

about WEPCo suggests Ameren Missouri’s permitting decisions were imprudent.   16 

Q. Why do you say the WEPCo Port Washington Project was different 17 

from Rush Island?   18 

A. The WEPCo Port Washington Project was not just different from Rush 19 

Island—it was different from any project before or since.   20 

First, the Port Washington Project increased the hourly potential emissions, and on 21 

that basis was found to trigger both the New Source Performance Standards (“NSPS”) and 22 

PSD permitting.  As I have previously explained, the Rush Island Projects were not 23 
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expected to (and did not) increase hourly potential emissions.  EPA never claimed 1 

otherwise, and never claimed that the NSPS applied to the Rush Island Projects.  The 2 

absence of any increase in potential emissions at Rush Island was a critical issue, and one 3 

of the main reasons why we concluded no permitting requirements would apply under the 4 

Missouri SIP. 5 

Second, the EPA focused on the fact that the Port Washington Project involved 6 

steam drum replacements—something that EPA found was “unprecedented” in the utility 7 

industry.  The Rush Island Projects did not involve any such rare or “unprecedented” 8 

component replacements.   9 

Third, the purpose of the Port Washington Project was to recover capacity that the 10 

units had permanently lost due to age-related deterioration.  Here, the Rush Island units 11 

were in excellent shape, and had high availability prior to the projects.  Although some of 12 

the work in the Rush Island Projects was meant to address minor deratings that occurred 13 

from time to time as a result of pluggage, that was nothing like the permanently lost 14 

capacity that Port Washington could not otherwise regain unless it did the plant-wide 15 

project.  As EPA noted, one Port Washington unit could not even be turned on for safety 16 

reasons.   17 

Fourth, the Port Washington Project was determined to be necessary to keep the 18 

plant operating past its established retirement dates.  The alternative to doing the work at 19 

Port Washington was retirement of the plant.  Here, the Rush Island Projects were not 20 

slated for retirement and retirement was not on the table as an alternative to performing the 21 

work.   22 
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Fifth, the Port Washington Project was truly massive—it would cover all five units 1 

at the plant, last for at least four years, and involve successive outages at each unit lasting 2 

nine months.  The projected expense was over $70 million in 1988 dollars.  Here, the 3 

outages were on the order of three months each, which is not unusual for the industry, and 4 

cost substantially less.   5 

We did not consider the Port Washington Project to be comparable in the Rush 6 

Island Projects in any way.  When confronted with the facts of the Port Washington Project 7 

at his deposition, Mr. Seaver changed his testimony and admitted that the Port Washington 8 

Project was distinguishable from the Rush Island Projects. 9 

Q.   We're talking about New Source Performance 10 
Standards, NSPS, triggering and it's based on the 11 
increase in hourly potential emissions.  Right? 12 

A.   Okay.  So I, after reviewing part of the 13 
document, do see that in order to answer your 14 
question, it does appear that it says that the 15 
projects at WEPCO would trigger the NSPS. 16 

Q.   And specifically because they would 17 
increase the hourly potential emissions.  Correct? 18 

A.   Increase the emissions rate which would 19 
probably be -- the rate would be over a period of 20 
time.  So yes, hourly emissions.… 21 

… 22 

Q.   But we know that the work at Rush Island 23 
on these Rush Island projects did not increase the 24 
hourly potential emissions.  You know that to be the 25 
case.  Right? 26 

A.   I don't know. 27 

Q.   You don't dispute that that is correct, do 28 
you? 29 

A.   I will not dispute that, no. 30 
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Q.   Okay.  So if it is correct that the work 1 
for the Rush Island projects did not increase the 2 
hourly potential emissions, then in that sense the 3 
Port Washington project and the Rush Island projects 4 
were different, were they not? 5 

A.   If that's the case, then they would be 6 
different in that respect, yes. 7 

… 8 

Q.   And in relative terms the capacity 9 
degradation and loss at Port Washington was much 10 
greater than the 30 to 50 megawatt derate at Rush 11 
Island in your mind? 12 

A.   That is greater, yes. 13 

Q.   And the cause of the capacity loss at the 14 
Port Washington project was different from the cause 15 
of the derates at Rush Island.  Correct? 16 

A.   I believe so, yes. 17 

Q.   Specifically we saw in Exhibits 3 and 4 18 
the discussion about the age-related deterioration 19 
and cracking in the steam drums.  Do you recall that? 20 

A.   I do. 21 

Q.   Okay.  But here as we see in Exhibit 10 22 
the issue with respect to the derates is pluggage. 23 
Do you see that? 24 

A.   Yes. 25 

… 26 
 27 
Q.   Okay.  So the cause of the lost capacity 28 
at Port Washington was age-related deterioration. 29 
The cause of the derates at Rush Island was pluggage. 30 
In that sense the cause of the capacity issues were 31 
different, were they not? 32 

A.   Those are different, yes. 33 

Q.   And you understand that at the Port 34 
Washington project, that capacity had been 35 
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permanently lost.  Right? 1 

A.   For at least one of the units I believe. 2 

Q.   Well, yes.  Absolutely for one because 3 
they couldn't even turn it on.  Right? 4 

A.   Correct. 5 

Q.   Right.  But you also saw the references in 6 
the documents by Mr. Clay and others at EPA that in 7 
order to reach the original capability of the unit, 8 
the repair work had to be done on all of them.  Do 9 
you recall that? 10 

A.   I don't recall that specifically, but I do 11 
recall that he said the work had to be done in order 12 
to return the plant to its operating capacity. 13 

… 14 

Q.   Okay.  And so we talked earlier about the 15 
fact that at Port Washington the only way to get to 16 
the original design capacity, the original 400 17 
megawatt plant-wide capacity, was to do the Port 18 
Washington life extension project.  Right? 19 

A.   That was what the documents said, yes. 20 
I'm not sure that that was the only route, but yes, 21 
that's what the documents state. 22 

Q.   That's a fair reading of the EPA 23 
documents, is it not? 24 

A.   Yes. 25 

Q.   Here at Rush Island before the work was 26 
done, the units could reach their maximum designed 27 
capacity, could they not? 28 

A.   Not -- at least at all -- at the very 29 
least, not at all times.  I mean, it doesn't appear 30 
that way. 31 

… 32 

A.   Before the projects were done what do I 33 
know about how it would reach its maximum capacity? 34 
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Q.   Either unit one or unit two at Rush 1 
Island.  Yes, that's what I'm asking. 2 

A.   I'm not sure. 3 

Q.   But we do know that at Port Washington you 4 
couldn't get to that maximum design capacity without 5 
doing a life extension project.  Right? 6 

A.   That is what the documents state, yes. 7 

Q.   And in that sense the Port Washington 8 
project is different from the Rush Island project, is 9 
it not? 10 

A.   I don't know. 11 

Q.   You don't have any opinion on that? 12 

A.   If your question is are the projects' 13 
details different for the Port Washington case and 14 
the Rush Island case, then yes, I agree. 15 

… 16 

Q.   We saw earlier today that the Port 17 
Washington project was intended to extend the life of 18 
those five units past their established retirement 19 
dates.  Do you recall that discussion from earlier 20 
today? 21 

A.   Yes. 22 

Q.   All right.  And that you recall EPA noted 23 
in its Exhibits 3 and 4 that the alternative to the 24 
work was to retire the Port Washington plant.  Do you 25 
recall that? 26 

A.   I believe I recall reading that at one 27 
point, yes. 28 

Q.   With the Rush Island project, there was no 29 
talk about extension of operation past the retirement 30 
date, was there? 31 

A.   Which retirement date are we talking 32 
about? 33 
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Q.   There was -- well, let me ask, are you 1 
aware of any retirement date that had been 2 
established for the Rush Island units? 3 

A.   Yes. 4 

Q.   Okay.  What was that retirement date? 5 

A.   2042. 6 

Q.   Okay.  Was there any discussion in 2000 -- 7 
or around the 2007 and 2010 Rush Island projects 8 
about those projects being necessary to extend the 9 
operation of Rush Island past those retirement dates? 10 

A.   Not that I know of. 11 

Q.   Do you know of any discussion about the 12 
Rush Island projects that indicated that they were 13 
necessary in order to extend the operation of Rush 14 
Island past any established retirement date? 15 

A.   Not that I know of. 16 

Q.   And you're -- you understand that these 17 
Rush Island projects, when they were evaluated, were 18 
never compared against the alternative of retiring 19 
the plant.  Correct? 20 

A.   Not that I know of.  I don't know if that 21 
was considered or not though. 22 

Q.   Are you aware of any evidence to suggest 23 
that had these projects not been done, that is the 24 
Rush Island projects, the plant would have been 25 
retired? 26 

A.   Well, it would have been retired 27 
eventually. 28 

Q.   Was there any prospect of immediate 29 
retirement that was put off as a result of the Rush 30 
Island projects? 31 

A.   Not that I know of. 32 

Q.   And in that sense, the Rush Island 33 
projects were different from the WEPCO Port 34 
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Washington projects, were they not? 1 

A.   I would agree, yes. 2 

… 3 

Q.   And we also saw earlier that the Port 4 
Washington project would involve for each unit a 5 
nine-month outage.  Do you recall that? 6 

A.   At Port Washington? 7 

Q.   Yes. 8 

A.   That sounds familiar, yes. 9 

Q.   And were you aware that the outages at 10 
issue here for Rush Island were on the order of three 11 
months? 12 

A.   That sounds right.  Offhand I don't know 13 
specifically, but that sounds right to me. 14 

Q.   So whether we're talking about the number 15 
of components or the length of the outage, the Port 16 
Washington project is different from either of the 17 
Rush Island projects at unit one or unit two.  Right? 18 

A.   In those respects, yes, the projects are 19 
different. 20 

… 21 

Q.   But you do know that the equipment was 22 
different at Port Washington than the equipment 23 
replaced at Rush Island in the Rush Island projects. 24 
Correct? 25 

A.   At least, yes, there are -- in the Venn 26 
diagram, there are nonoverlapping components, yes. 27 

Q.   Well, we talked a lot about the steam drum 28 
replacement and the fact that that was part of the 29 
EPA determination for why the project was not 30 
routine.  Do you recall that? 31 

A.   I do. 32 

Q.   And that was also part of what the Seventh 33 
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Circuit found notable was the unprecedented steam 1 
drum replacement.  Do you recall that too? 2 

A.   I do recall the Seventh Circuit -- is 3 
this -- well, remind me, which court case is this 4 
again? 5 

Q.   The WEPCO case that you brought with you 6 
today. 7 

A.   The WEPCO case. 8 

Q.   We marked it as Exhibit 2. 9 

Okay.  Right.  Yes.  I do recall that 10 
there was a portion of the decision that states that 11 
there was something unprecedented.  I just don't 12 
recall specifically if it was about the steam drum. 13 

Q.   But you do recall that the Seventh Circuit 14 
did discuss the fact that WEPCO couldn't point to any 15 
other steam drum replacement.  Do you recall that? 16 

A.   Yes, I do. 17 

Q.   Okay.  And at Rush Island there was no 18 
steam drum replacement or anything like it in the 19 
Rush Island projects, was there? 20 

A.   I agree that there was no steam drum 21 
repair or replacement. 22 

Q.   Of any of the pieces of equipment that 23 
were focused on by the courts in WEPCO, was any of 24 
that comparable to the components replaced by Ameren 25 
Missouri in the Rush Island projects? 26 

A.   I don't know. 27 

Q.   When you consider the components that were 28 
at issue in the Port Washington project and the 29 
components that were at issue in the Rush Island 30 
projects, is it fair to say that those were different 31 
components? 32 

A.   Yes.  The -- I mean, the ones that we've 33 
been talking about, yes, are different. 34 
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Q.   And is there -- is there anything about 1 
the components at the Washington -- Port Washington 2 
project that you think are comparable to the 3 
component replacements at the Rush Island project? 4 

A.   I don't know. 5 

Q.   Now, we talked about the cost of the Port 6 
Washington project.  Do you recall the figure cited 7 
by the Court in the Seventh Circuit as $70.5 million? 8 

A.   Yes. 9 

Q.   And that was in 1988 dollars? 10 

A.   Most likely, yes. 11 

Q.   Okay.  Do you know how that compares to 12 
the cost of the -- well, any of the Rush Island 13 
projects? 14 

A.   No.  In terms of -- you mean in terms of 15 
the dollars at the time of the Rush Island projects? 16 

Q.   Well, you could, you know, talk about it 17 
in constant dollars or really dollars as of any date. 18 
I guess my question is do you have any comparison 19 
that you're prepared to draw for the Commission 20 
between the cost of the 70.5 million Port Washington 21 
project and the cost of the Rush Island projects? 22 

A.   No. 23 

… 24 

Q.   So if the 2007 outage, the project at 25 
issue there cost 35 million in 2007 dollars, would 26 
you agree that's substantially less than 70.5 million 27 
in 1988 dollars? 28 

A.   That would be about half, so yes, that 29 
would be less. 30 

Q.   Significantly less? 31 

A.   Half, yeah. 32 

… 33 
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Q.   Okay.  Despite all of the differences in 1 
costs, size, purpose, components, you recognize those 2 
differences exist between the Port Washington project 3 
and the Rush Island project? 4 

A.   Yes. 5 

Q.   Okay.  And the purpose included increasing 6 
the potential emissions at Port Washington whereas 7 
that was not part of the work at Rush Island.  You 8 
recognize that as well? 9 

A.   That I'm a little less clear on, but I 10 
understand what you're saying. 11 

Q.   Okay.  Would it have been reasonable, 12 
based upon the distinguishing factors we just talked 13 
about for the last few minutes, for the Environmental 14 
Services Department at Ameren Missouri to think its 15 
Rush Island projects were distinguishable from the 16 
WEPCO Port Washington project? 17 

A.   Yes.  I mean, there's always, what is it, 18 
lumbers and splitters, right.  There's always a 19 
problem with how you distinguish things or how you 20 
group things.  And so of course you can distinguish 21 
the projects and do a finer and finer grain, but you 22 
can also compare them. 23 

Q.   My question though, sir, is whether, based 24 
upon what we've talked about for the last few minutes 25 
and these distinguishing factors including but not 26 
limited to the fact that the Port Washington project 27 
increased the potential emissions, would it have been 28 
reasonable at the time for the Environmental Services 29 
Department in making it permitting decisions to 30 
consider the WEPCO Port Washington project 31 
distinguishable from what was being planned for Rush 32 
Island? 33 

A.   I think in the respects that we said they 34 
were different, yes, it would be reasonable to 35 
distinguish the two.28 36 

 
28 Seaver Dep., supra, p. 82, l. 9 to p. 107, l. 11 (emphasis added). 
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Q. What did EPA’s subsequent statements about its WEPCo decision tell 1 

the utility industry?   2 

A. EPA made clear that large projects, including multi-component life 3 

extension projects, could be routine.   4 

After its WEPCo decision, EPA did a survey of life extension projects in the electric 5 

utility industry.  It identified several, but noted that none appeared to involve the steam 6 

drum replacement that had been the focus of the decision to require permitting for the Port 7 

Washington Project.  EPA told Congress that its survey of utility life extension projects did 8 

not detect any violations.   9 

Congress then commissioned a study by its Government Accountability Office on 10 

the potential impact of EPA’s WEPCo decision on life extension projects in the utility 11 

industry.  EPA responded to Congress and the GAO that it did not expect that the WEPCo 12 

decision would have broad application to utility life extension projects.  EPA assumed that 13 

every coal-fired unit in the entire electric utility industry would undergo life extension 14 

around age 30 and that doing so would not trigger any emissions control requirements 15 

under PSD.  Congressman Dingell asked EPA to confirm this, which EPA’s Assistant 16 

Administrator for Air & Radiation did in a letter dated June 19, 1991.  In that letter, EPA 17 

confirmed that most utility life extension projects would not be like the Port Washington 18 

Project, and would not trigger permitting requirements.  EPA acknowledged that the 19 

aggregation of multiple component replacements into a “life extension project” would still 20 

be routine.  EPA again confirmed this position on RMRR in the Federal Register in 1992, 21 

stating that the RMRR exclusion required analysis of whether the components at issue are 22 

of the sort routinely replaced in the industry.  And in 1995, EPA’s program office again 23 
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confirmed that the RMRR exclusion would exclude routine capacity restoration projects 1 

from NSR permitting requirements.  The surrebuttal testimony of Company witness Moor 2 

discusses these public statements by EPA in more detail.  And we certainly were aware of 3 

these public statements, having discussed them frequently at UARG meetings and 4 

elsewhere.  For example, Schedule SCW-D4, cited by Ms. Eubanks in her Rebuttal 5 

Testimony, contains a slide walking through this timeline of EPA’s post-WEPCo 6 

statements:   7 

**_________________: 8 
__________________________________ 9 

 ________________________________________  10 
__________________________ 11 

 _______________________________________ 12 
__________________________________________  13 
________ 14 

 _____________________________________  15 
________________________________________ 16 

 ______________________________________ 17 
 ________________________________________** 18 

Schedule SCW-D4. 19 

As several courts described it in the 2005-2010 timeframe, EPA “[t]hrough [its] 20 

statements in the Federal Register, its statements to the regulated community and Congress, 21 

and its conduct for at least two decades . . . has established an interpretation of RMRR 22 

under which routine is judged by reference to whether a particular activity is routine in the 23 

industry.”29 For these reasons, the District Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky also 24 

rejected EPA’s narrow, enforcement interpretation of RMRR, United States v. East 25 

 
29 United States v. Duke Energy Corp., 278 F. Supp. 2d 619, 637 (M.D.N.C. 2003), affirmed United States 
v. Duke Energy Corp., 411 F.3d 539 (4th Cir. 2005), reversed on other grounds in Env’t Def. v. Duke 
Energy Corp., 549 U.S. 561 (2007).   

P
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Kentucky Power Coop., 498 F. Supp. 2d 976, 993 (E.D. Ky. 2007), as did courts in 1 

Tennessee and Pennsylvania in 2008-2010.   2 

“A fair reading of the EPA’s description of how it has defined and applied RMRR 3 

during the (then) twenty (20) year history of NSR leads inexorably to the conclusion that, 4 

as the EPA said, a facility could spend millions of dollars on equipment replacement or 5 

repair without triggering NSR.”  United States v. Alabama Power Co., 681 F. Supp. 2d 6 

1292, 1307–08 (N.D. Ala. 2008).   7 

Ameren Missouri and the rest of the utility reasonably relied upon EPA’s 8 

statements that WEPCo would not apply to most large utility projects.  9 

[T]he court believes the EPA meant what it said when it called the 10 
modifications in WEPCo extraordinary and that the EPA did not anticipate 11 
bringing additional enforcement actions because of WEPCo.  The fact that 12 
years passed before it did so speaks for itself.  The electric utility industry 13 
was reading what the EPA was publishing, e.g., EPA’s response to 14 
Congressman Dingell’s “inquiry.” 15 

Id. at 1309.  EPA “could not tell Congress it envisioned very few future WEPCO-type 16 

enforcement actions on the one hand, and then argue in subsequent enforcement actions 17 

that the utility industry was unreasonable in relying on those, or similar, EPA statements.”  18 

Id. at 1310.                19 

Q. What relevance did WEPCo have to ESD’s application of the Missouri 20 

SIP to the Rush Island Projects? 21 

A. Large rehabilitation projects will not trigger permitting under the Missouri 22 

SIP unless they increase the potential emissions.  MDNR’s treatment of a “major 23 

reconstruction program” at Missouri Public Service’s Sibley Generating Station in 1990 24 

makes this perfectly clear.  MDNR’s investigation of this facility and its program and its 25 

conclusion that the program did not trigger any permitting requirements is set forth in 26 
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Exhibit 9 to the 2013 deposition of Kyra Moore.  I attach a copy of that here as Schedule 1 

SCW-S1.  Because this provides a concrete example of how we and MDNR considered 2 

WEPCo, I will describe the project as set forth in MDNR’s files in some detail.   3 

MDNR gathered information from the testimony of Missouri Public Service’s 4 

Jackson Barry, dated January 26, 1990, about an “ongoing $77 million project to extend 5 

the life of the company’s 490 megawatt, coal-fired Sibley Generating Station.”  Schedule 6 

SCW-S1 at AM-02317762-MDNR, AM-02317764-MDNR to AM-02317778-MDNR.  7 

This “Rebuild Program” was “a major reconstruction program of the three Sibley 8 

Generating units.”  Id. at AM-02317766-MDNR.  The Rebuild Program “was initiated to 9 

refurbish our primary base load generating plant in order to” allow for “safe and dependable 10 

operation” that the Station could not otherwise achieve “without the Rebuild Program.”  Id. 11 

at AM-02317766-MDNR to AM-02317767-MDNR.  Each of the boilers on each of the 12 

units at Sibley required extensive work For example, studies performed by outside 13 

contractors had identified “severe deterioration of the tubes” on the boilers of unit 3, and 14 

the company developed a plan “to replace the problem boiler areas and to restore the boiler 15 

to a safe and reliable operating conditions.”  Id. at AM-02317767-MDNR. The Rebuild 16 

Program started in 1985, AM-02317770-MDNR, and by the spring of 1990 was expected 17 

to have involved the replacement and upgrading of numerous “major systems” for units 1, 18 

2 and 3. Id. at AM-02317769-MDNR to AM-02317770-MDNR.  The Rebuild Program 19 

included major boiler components such as cyclones, tubes sections (e.g., waterwalls and 20 

superheaters), and air heaters.   AM-02317794-MDNR.  The “complete replacement” of 21 

major boiler components was extensive, “requiring a five-month outage.”  Id. at AM-22 

02317771.  The “major projects” were scheduled to continue in 1991 and 1992, including 23 
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“[r]eplacement of cyclones and boiler tubes on Sibley Units No. 1 and No.  2.”  Id. at AM-1 

02317774-MDNR.  Thus, the Rebuild Program was scheduled to last for at least seven 2 

years (1985 to 1992).     3 

MDNR made an “inquiry concerning the work being done at the Sibley Generating 4 

Station.”  Id. at AM-02317793-MDNR.  Missouri Public Service responded with a letter 5 

to MDNR describing the work as “replacement of worn components and control systems,” 6 

Id., and identified some of the specific component replacements such as the tube sections 7 

(waterwalls and superheaters), major components (cyclones and coal feeders) and auxiliary 8 

equipment (air heaters).  Id. at AM-02317794-MDNR.  Missouri Public Service concluded 9 

by setting forth its view that the projects conducted and planned for the Rebuild Program  10 

do not trigger “the permitting requirement under 10 CSR 10-6.060”—the very rule ESD 11 

relied on in concluding that permitting requirements did not apply to the Rush Island 12 

Projects.  Id. at AM-02317796-MDNR “Replacement of the components listed is not 13 

uncommon for our type of facility and, as such, is considered routine.” Id.  Moreover, MPS 14 

stated, none of the projects in the Rebuild Program would produce “an increase in the 15 

capacity to emit pollutants.”  Id.     16 

In addition to gathering information on the Sibley Rebuild Program, MDNR 17 

collected information about EPA’s decision on the WEPCo Port Washington Project.  Id. 18 

at AM-02317779-MDNR to AM-02317792-MDNR.30  MDNR closed out its “inquiry” into 19 

the matter without requiring any permitting, consistent with the position set forth in the 20 

February 1990 letter from MPS. Id. at AM-02317793-MDNR to AM-02317796-MDNR. 21 

As the “Permit Detail Report” plainly notes, MDNR completed its “inquiry” into the Sibley 22 

 
30 It is clear that the pages of EPA’s WEPCo letter were out of order in MDNR’s file.  My Schedule SCW-
S1 reflects how the pages were ordered in Exhibit 9 to the Kyra Moore deposition.   
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Rebuild Program with the finding “No Permit Required.”  Id. at AM-02317760-MDNR 1 

(stating “Comp. Date:  03/30/1990” and “Status:  No Permit Required”).   2 

Although I was not working with MDNR in 1990, when MDNR reviewed the 3 

Sibley Rebuild Program, I was at the 2013 deposition of Kyra Moore where this file was 4 

marked as an exhibit and identified and discussed by Ms. Moore.  From my review of the 5 

MDNR file, MDNR’s assessment of the Sibley Rebuild Program and its determination that 6 

no permitting was required reflects the broadly held understanding at the time that EPA’s 7 

WEPCo decision did not apply to projects—even large projects lasting years, involving 8 

multiple boiler components, at the cost of over $70 million—if the work would not increase 9 

potential emissions.   10 

If Ameren Missouri proposed to do something like the WEPCo Port Washington 11 

Project, which was expected to increase the hourly potential emissions, that would likely 12 

trigger permitting requirements under the Missouri SIP (unless it was considered RMRR).  13 

But the Rush Island Projects involved no increase in hourly potential emissions, and under 14 

the Missouri SIP and its established interpretation by MDNR, that would not trigger 15 

permitting.   16 

Mr. Seaver’s contention that WEPCo somehow shows imprudence by Ameren 17 

Missouri is dead wrong.    18 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 19 

A.  Yes, it does. 20 
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